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GenOn Energy, lnc.
Morgantown Generating Station
12620 Crain Highway
Newburg, MD 20664 USA

April26,20ll
To Whom It May Concern,

I am writing in testimony of the work our company has completed with Ken Pandya and AWTS, Inc. We have
been working with AWTS since 2008. ln this short time, AWTS has provided us outstanding consulting, design,
construction supervision, and startup services on three separate projects.
The first system we worked together with AWTS is a2,400 GPM Desalination System. Beginning in March 2008,
Mr. Pandya worked with us from creation of the system specification, through contract negotiations with the
supplier. Later AWTS provided review of the supplier's system engineering and design, factory inspections of the
equipment, and construction supervision through commissioning and startup of the plant. Mr. Pandya's experience
and expertise helped our company to avoid many problems with the system we would have otherwise not
anticipated. The system was successfully commissioned and started in October 2009, and it has been in continual
service without a major service intemrption since that time.
In 2009 we worked again with AWTS to design a pretreatment system to increase the production and lower the
operating costs of our lon Exchange Makeup Demineralizers. AWTS surveyed our site considering our specific
requirements for reliability and redundancy needed for unintemrpted operations, as well as existing space
limitations and construction requirements for this retrofit project. AWTS assisted us in evaluating the bids from six
separate suppliers, and helped to select the successful bidder. We are confident that working together with AWTS
is the reason we were able to select the best system for our needs. This project is currently on hold awaiting further
funding approval for completion.
In 20 10, AWTS provided invaluable consulting services for the retrofit and rehabilitation of our older ion exchange
demineralizers. Our systems were designed in built in the late 1960s, and performed adequately over their service
life. Recently we had a need to replace the ion exchange resin, which gave us the opportunity for a complete
system inspection for the fust time in over l0 years. Mr. Pandya provided inspection services on the linings and
internals of the entire demineralizer system. The inspection led us to find that the header laterals were near the end
of their service life. Had we not discovered this in advance it would jeopardize our entire generation operation.
Replacement of the distribution laterals with a modem distributor design provided by AWTS was recommended.
After repairs and replacements were completed in February 201 I , we have realized an increase of I 8% in the
ouþut of our makeup water system, improved distribution, and decreased clogging, which has significantly
reduced our operating and maintenance costs, and improved efïiciency.

Over the time we have worked with AWTS we have completed all projects to our complete satisfaction. I would
recommend Ken Pandya to any organization which needs water treatment design, installation, and startup services,
and wants to be sucessful.
Sincerelv.
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Charles Linder

Chemistry Manager, GenOn Energy, Morgantown Generating Station

